
 

EaseUS Todo PCTrans Professional 10.0 Build 20181229 Key is a system backup and migration software which migrates Windows OS, applications, settings and personal data from a computer to a new drive or a different computer in bare metal environment. It can be used to transfer Windows OS with applications, settings and personal data from the old hard drive to the new hard drive in one
operation. This way you don’t need to reinstall everything on your new device or worry about disk space. To start a backup from an existing computer, you can choose “Computer Backup” from the main window of the software. In this way you'll be prompted to choose a source or target computer. In both cases, the system backup is performed in a few simple clicks. In addition, it can be used to
migrate Windows operating systems and important data from old hard drive to a new hard drive. It uses a bare-metal migration technology which will do all operations on an empty hard drive with no applications or data installed on it, thereby providing greater data security and reliability than any other migration program. This way you don’t need to reinstall everything on your new device or worry
about disk space. In addition, it supports a variety of Windows OS including Windows XP/2003/Vista/7, 32 bit and 64 bit operating systems, which means you can uninstall a software installed on your computer and install a new one without reinstalling the OS again. It runs from a USB flash drive or CD-ROM. In addition, this tool also allows you to transfer your data from one partition to another
without reinstalling the system, which will save you a lot of time and energy. Moreover, it can transfer the whole system (OS+applications) in one operation without reinstalling everything in bare metal environment. Thus it is more convenient than Windows Move System in use in computer shops. Finally, it can transfer Windows OS with applications, settings and personal data from the old hard drive
to the new hard drive in one operation. It also provides an option to save all data on the old hard drive to an external device or network for backup.

Key features:

All-in-one design allows users to backup entire hard disk with all data, operating system and applications in just one click. It supports migration of Windows operating systems without reinstalling all applications or personal files. EaseUS Todo PCTrans can migrate almost all of your PC configurations including Windows OS, programs, documents, photos, music and email messages. Backup/restore
your PC without any technical knowledge. It includes a bootable rescue CD to protect user’s data even if the computer cannot boot due to virus infection, hard drive failure or system crash. Convenient and efficient: It can be installed on a USB flash drive or CD-ROM so it is very portable and flexible. It does not require an internet connection. All-in-one design allows users to backup entire hard disk
with all data, operating system and applications in just one click.

Key features:

It supports migration of Windows operating systems without reinstalling all applications or personal files.
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